
The Link Newsletter of the Durham FM Association
December 2022

Next Meeting:
Tuesday, December 6, 6:00pm.
At Bullock’s BBQ

Program:  Celebration of the
Holidays

The DFMA Christmas
Party

Continuing a tradition of having the
DFMA pick up the tab for members
at our December Holiday Dinner
Meeting, we will meet at Bullock's
Barbecue Restaurant in Durham starting at 6:00pm. 
You will be able to order from the menu. Members 
can bring one guest -- bring your spouse or friend!

This is our Christmas Meeting -- In that spirit and
tradition you may (optionally):
+++ Bring a new Christmas gift to be distributed to

needy children through Toys 
for Tots. If wrapped, mark 
gender and age range on the 
outside. If not wrapped,
that's fine too. If you have
one -- a gift bag would
work too.

+++ The Club will make its annual donation,
splitting it between the Urban Ministries of
Durham and the Food Bank of Eastern and
Central North Carolina. We will be “passing the
hat" for personal contributions. Cash
contributions will also be split between the two
organizations. In past years some people have
dropped a check in the hat. You can make it out
to any charity you like. We can forward it and
the canceled check can be handy at tax time. 

But, if you are not in a position to donate
anything this year, please come anyway. Or if
you are making a special effort through your
church or at the office, don’t feel pressured to
do more than you really should. Your presence
at this dinner is a gift to all of us.

President’s Corner 
O Christmas beam, O Christmas beam
How lovely are thy elements
O Christmas beam, O Christmas beam
How lovely are thy elements    
 

Since I did a parody Christmas carol last 
year, I considered making this a new 
tradition by following it up with a new 
one this year, but I kind of got stuck. I 
guess I’m not as excited about beams as 
I was the prospect of having a full slate 
of officers. I’m going to leave this as an 
exercise for the reader. If you decide to 
finish this song about your Christmas 
beam, won’t you share your version 
with us?

Speaking of traditions, the DFMA 
Christmas dinner at Bullock’s is 

definitely one of them. I think there are two things 
that make it special. Surprisingly, having the club foot
the bill is not at the top of my list. Enticing people to 
bring their spouses or significant others *is*. 
Bringing family makes the whole club seem more like
family. Also, the generosity that people bring to the 
club in the form of donations to Urban Ministries and 
the Food Bank of Central and Eastern NC generates 
warm and fuzzy feelings. I’m particularly fond of 
bringing items for Toys for Tots. I’m not one to seek 
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out children (quite the opposite), but I love the idea 
of picking out toys (or art supplies!) that can 
potentially foster creativity in a child.

In general, I think one of the beautiful things about 
the DFMA and the ham radio world, in general, is the 
overarching sentiment of generosity - people helping 
each other to communicate. It seems natural that this 
would overflow into other forms of giving as well. 
Regardless of how you participate, (you don’t have to 
donate, bring a toy, or have a spouse to share) the 
best gift you can bring to the DFMA Christmas party 
is your presence.

73, Lenore, KF4PAB
DFMA President

Ham New Year’s Resolutions
Another traditional feature of our Christmas Party is 
the making of a Ham New Year’s Resolution. OK, we 
could have waited for the New Year, but the 
Christmas Party, where we don’t have a scheduled 
program, provides an excellent time to make one and 
it is usually a lot of fun.

So, one thing we’ll do is go around to everyone and, if 
you made a resolution last year, we’ll ask you how 
you did. (In previous years we’ve had that in the 
December minutes, but they were “lost”.  I’m sure you
have perfect recall, right ?-) Then you can make your 
resolution for next year.  This time, I hope we don’t 
lose it so we can read it back next year.  

But, it can also be a nice way for you to set ham-
related goals for yourself. Sure, you can always say, to
yourself, I’m going to upgrade next year, or I’m going 
to learn Morse code, or, I’m finally going to put up a 
new XYZ antenna. But talking to yourself is one thing.
Saying it publicly, in front of friends, is putting a little 
more pressure on yourself. Of course, it’s all in fun 
and not as grueling as setting next year’s goals in 
front of your boss. 

Lots of our members “fail” to meet a resolution and 
repeat it for next year. I’ve had some failures in the 
past but also have some nice successes. So, spend a 
minute to figure out some goals for yourself. Plan to 
run a net, provide support at a public service event, 
give a DFMA Program, write something for the Link. 
And plan to have fun!

Merry Christmas - Dee, KU4GC

Boat  Anchors
Vacuum tubes, valves in the UK, are familiar to all 
club members.   Many have even held 807s in their 
hands and can recall the shimmering blue glow of a 
conducting 866.  But fewer are left who have labored 
long and hard to mount these stylish glass envelopes 
on a chassis.  Mid 20th century I was a late teen and 
enjoyed building my own transmitters.  807s were 
cheap because thousands had been made for military 
transmitters.  The easy part was the wiring and 
soldering.  Realizing this, the Heath Company of 
Benton Harbor sold kits where the metal work had 
been done for you.  Working your own metal from 
scratch with scratches and sweat was the hard part.  
Transformers and chokes were very heavy and you 
wanted them out of the way at the back or sides of 
your unit.  So being realistic, and shedding a tear, you 
abandoned aluminum and opted for steel that 
wouldn’t bend with the weight.  Cutting holes in 
aluminum to mount your tube sockets was a matter 
of minutes with a few circles of your hole punch.  Not 
so with steel.  

The one absolutely essential tool that I grew to love 
was my ¼” electric drill.  I did have an egg beater 
hand drill so the word “essential” may be a bit strong.
I envied my Elmer, W4EL sk, Joe Edwards, who had a 
drill press in his shop but I had neither the money 
nor the space to spare for one.  Recall that you 
mounted these transformers and chokes with screws,
and they had wire leads all requiring passages 
through that steel.  Some octal tube sockets had 
retainer rings but others also required holes, screws 
and nuts to mount.   Everything on the top of the 
chassis required at least one hole through steel and 
usually many more. 

And then there was the front panel.  My later 
transmitters and power supplies were all made for 
relay rack mounting.  Standard panels were sold to fit
racks with hardware notches along their sides.  BUT 
all that chassis weight had to hang cantilevered off of 
that front panel.  Heavy gauge steel was required.  A 
one foot tall front panel could reliably anchor a 
sunfish.  Getting holes through thick front panels for 
switches, variable capacitors, and pilot lights, took 
more drilling time and extra drills but mounting the 
panel milliammeter took hours.  It was basically 
hacksawing out from starter holes and then using 
files to smooth and adjust the fit. 

My last home-built went north to college my 
sophomore year and was operated as W2CXT.  My 
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dorm was the oldest (and cheapest) on
campus, originally built with only fireplace
heating.  I ran 75 ohm coax up the unused
flue to an 80 meter dipole strung between
chimneys on its flat tar roof.  Operating
was severely compromised however by the
unselective front ends of dorm mates
broadcast receivers.  My transmissions
moved to late night or early morning
hours.  Later, after decades in our Durham
attic, the exciter, modulator, and power
supply units found a new home in the
“Land of Magic”.  Weight there is not a
problem.  Wilson, W4BOH, assures me that
my home brew has successfully
transmitted from its new QTH, although
without the crystals I sent along.  With VFO
attached and tube filaments continuously
lit while switching on the plate voltages to
transmit, it has magically made contacts
(and provided basement heating).  Its weight easily 
matches the Danforth of a 38 foot sloop.

Banks Anderson, W40FZ 

The  Rest of the Story
-not by Paul Harvey

Banks is way too modest!
Back in the old days, when Banks and I were young, 
technology was starting to change.  Transistors had 
been invented and many of us were trying
to use them.  My efforts were poorly
rewarded, even though I skipped a lot of
fifth grade homework to build my
receiver.  Traditional ham building hung
on for a couple more decades and much
old literature was still available to inspire
us.  Catalogs were still printed and
manufacturers often put out helpful
illustrations of how to use their products. 
Prominent among them were flyers from
transformer companies like Thordarson,
Stancor, and Merit.  In them were
example of transmitters of all sizes, from
10W to several hundred.  Unsurprisingly,
all the transmitters are full of their
transformers, as many as could
reasonably used in every model, so they
were HEAVY.  I mean hundreds of pounds
for the big ones!  The teenage Banks had
one of these, from Thordarson.

Anyhow, what Banks did with his rig is remarkable.  
He paid fifteen cents for the book and, I expect, 
another fifteen for the drilling template that showed 

just where to drill the 
DOZENS of holes in the 
several chassis and panels 
required.  He had a couple 
of good mentors and an 
electric drill and not much 
else, shop wise, but 
soldiered on and produced 
a fairly complex transmitter
that remains in good shape 
today!  I’ve replaced a 
couple of capacitors, but 
nothing else.  Mostly, I use 
the 100W “exciter” on CW, 
but I have hooked up the 
modulator and used it 
enough to prove it works 
well.

Banks used the rig 
throughout his college 

years and trucked it home afterwards.  It eventually 
passed to someone who couldn’t really deal with the 
old technology and passed it on to me.  I’ve looked at 
every part and can attest that Banks’s job would be a 
credit to any homebuilding ham!  He followed the 
schematic and the drilling instructions skillfully and 
produced an heirloom quality rig!

Here are the TWO PAGES of information from which 
he worked.

And here is the front panel of the exciter.  Note the 
user interface, KNOBS and switches, beautiful!
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And here’s the
underside,
where the magic
happens.  Could
YOU do this,
with some hand
tools and a too-
big soldering
iron?
You likely didn’t
notice, but all
the power
wiring is run in

shielded wire, a pain to do but needed in the 1950s 
environment of TV sets highly susceptible to RF 
interference from nearby transmitters.

Here you can see
most of the excellent
Thordarson
transformers and
filter chokes.  Did you
notice that one was
underneath?  There
was no more room on
top!

OK, that’s about it.
Perhaps the

perseverance and attention to detail that got Banks 
through this project presaged his becoming an 

ophthalmologist and working on 
people’s eyes!  I could go on, but Dee
wants to get The Link out into the 
world today.  The Banks exciter 
AND the large power supply and 
modulator currently have a place of 
honor in the Land of Magic, so you 
are welcome to come admire them.  
Who knows, you may even hear 
them on 40 or 75 meters, if you get 
out your key and tune for CW!

You may also see the transformer 
catalogs passed down to me by my 
father, who also built some rigs 
from them (none as nice as Banks’s).
Banks’ is from 1940 and mine are 
older…

Now off to the printer, er web publisher.
73 from the LOM, Wilson. W4BOH
(All images courtesy of W4BOH)

Antennas for Everyone
- Max, KO4TV (From the June, 1998 DFMA Link)
(Below is a copy of Max’s next article on building 
antennas. More reprints of Max’s articles are planned 
for a future edition of the Link. - Dee, KU4GC, editor)

The Directional J-Pole
 This one is really nothing new, just an adaptation of 
our old friend, the J-Pole. Most of you who have done 
much antenna construction realize how difficult it is 
to feed a vertically-polarized antenna without either 
the mast, coax or both getting in the plane of the 
elements and skewing the signal. Also, trying to stack 
two Yagis in either a side-by-side pattern or a 
collinear array presents problems with gamma match

adjustment, phasing line lengths and 
impedance. 

Without a doubt, one of the simplest 
and most effective omnidirectional 
antennas for VHF and UHF, as well as 
the upper HF bands, is the old reliable 
JPole. It is simple to feed from the 
bottom, has nothing extending beyond 
its base to get in the way of the 
radiation pattern, and is inherently 
grounded for lightning protection if 
properly installed. If we add another 
half-wave section on top of a simple 
one-element J-Pole, using a quarter-
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wave stub for proper phasing, we
pick up about 3 db gain. But, we still
have an omnidirectional antenna,
which presents problems with
interference off the back side of the
desired path and less than optimum
gain in the desired direction.

If you have built either a single or
double J-Pole, or plan to build one in
the future, here is an easy way to
convert it to a directional antenna
which can be easily rotated by a
standard TV rotor. The dimensions given are for a 2 
meter antenna, but can be scaled for any desired 
frequency.
1. Obtain one or two pieces of Plexiglass, Lucite, or 
even hardwood, approximately 34 inches long, 3 
inches wide and about 1/2 inch thick. These may be 
tapered to about 1 inch at the ends, if desired.
2. Drill one hole 13 inches from one end of the 
material, just large enough to fit over your J-Pole 
pipe. Drill two additional holes, one 12 1/4 inches 
from the center hole on one end, the other 20 1/4 
inches from the center hole on the other end. These 
holes should be just large enough to accommodate a 
piece of aluminum or copper tubing, about 1/4 to 3/8
inch diameter. An element from a discarded TV 
antenna is ideal.
3. Mount the insulators to your J-Pole element at 
exactly 19 inches from the top of each section. If you 
are using a double stacked J-Pole, it will be necessary 
to temporarily unsolder the bottom Section to 
accomplish this. The insulators may be mounted with
one or two angle brackets, held in place with a gear 
type hose clamp and 6-32 bolts and nuts.
4. Install a director element 36.5 inches long in the 
hole furthermost from the center hole. Install a 40.5 
inch reflector element in the hole nearest the center 
hole. Secure these in place with small brads, cotter 
pins, cable ties, or whatever is convenient to you. Be 
sure that the director and reflector elements are 
directly above and below each other, BUT NOT 
TOUCHING!, If a double J-Pole is used. There should 
be about an inch separation between the ends of the 
reflectors.
5. You now have a directional stacked collinear 
antenna with about 11 db gain over a simple dipole, 
with a very good front-to-back ratio. No changes are 
necessary to the feed point or dimensions of the 
original J-Pole. If you make only a single section 
antenna, you will still have about 8 db gain, which is 
nothing to sneeze at, considering the very low cost 
and complications!

Aim it at that repeater that you 
have barely been able to access, 
and notice the difference!  Until 
next month, happy constructing 
and best 73.
- Max KO4TV
 
Durham FM Association 
(DFMA)
Board Meeting 11-18-2022   
Pam (KO4YAR) secretary

President - Lenore (KF4PAB) 
called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm.
Attending Video Call
Lenore (KF4PAB), Dan (KR4UB), Charlie (NC4CD), 
Jack (KM4MBG), Will (KQ4CDN), Paul (N2XZF), Bob 
(K4VO), Dee (KU4GC), Pam (KO4YAR), Chuck 
(KW4KZ), Wilson (W4BOH)

Lenore asked for a vote to approve previous DFMA 
Club and Board Meeting Minutes.  Charlie - asked that
a correction be made to the previous Board Meeting 
Minutes to remove the word “repeaters” in relation 
to the APRS Stations.   Pam will make that correction. 
The Board voted to approve the meeting minutes. 

OFFICER REPORTS 
Vice President - Bob, Per Lenore, Bob is taking a 
CERT class, should be back next month. 

Treasurer - Jack - Latino Credit Union balance for 
November.  We are behind on Spectrum internet 
payment to Charlie.  The payment needs to be 
scheduled.

There have been no issues with the new mailing 
address.  

Following up from our last meeting, the MCU 
insurance was paid in April and the registration is 
due in July.

We may have new DFMA Directories to pass out at 
Christmas dinner.

Secretary - Pam - Nothing to report. 

Repeater Manager - Charlie, all is working as it 
should.  Net Hookup, we are working on a 
replacement, but working fine.  The Possum Trot Net 
is active, with limited participation.  Hardware is 
working fine.  Adriano has batteries like those we use
in Hillsborough.   Our batteries were placed in service
in 2017 and they were second-hand.  Charlie asked 
Adriano to save five batteries for us.  We will replace 
Hillsborough batteries when those arrive in this area.
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Welcome to our New
Members

Chris Bindrim, KE7GZ, Durham

Todd Wheless, Durham

Say Hello if you run into them.

DFMA Bob Count
= 6 =
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DurHamfest Chair - Dee - Nothing to report.

President - Lenore 
For the November meeting, Charles McComas 
(KY4HU) will give a presentation on his deployment 
in Afghanistan.   He also set up a Parks On the Air 
activation in Canaan Valley in WV and may possibly 
speak on both topics.

The December meeting will be our Christmas dinner 
at Bullock’s.   DFMA will pay for dinner for paid up  
members and one guest.  In previous years we have 
made donations to the Food Bank of Eastern North 
Carolina, Urban Ministries of Durham and collected 
toys for Toys for Tots.

Ham New Years’ Resolutions from last year are not 
available.  Maybe we could ask people what their 
resolution was last year and how they did. 

We agreed to use the same format for Christmas 
dinner and to donate the same amount of money to 
the same charities as last year.

Suggestions for 2023
Charlie will work with Bob when he returns to 
schedule presentations.

Jack suggested cross training for the Board positions. 
It was agreed this is a good suggestion and could 
possibly be done when we don’t have a presentation 
scheduled.

A new Ham Fest Chair is still needed. 

Chuck has contacted the Passmore Center in 
Hillsborough as a possible location for the Ham Fest.  
Information is pending.  

The Durham Stadium and National Guard Armory 
location may be a possible location.

Follow-up from our last meeting, Lenore contacted 
Wilson concerning the MCU.

Lenore adjourned the meeting at 8:00 pm.

Durham FM Association (DFMA)
Club Meeting Minutes 11-01-2022 – KO4YAR,  
Secretary

President: Lenore, KF4PAB called the meeting to 
order at 7:25 pm 

Attending: 
Lenore (KF4PAB), Dee (KU4GC), Charlie (NC4CD), 
Wally (WA4UJM), Paul (N2XZF), Dave (NA4VY), Pat 
(KO4QLU), Raymond Vagell, Vance (KV4P), Will 
(KQ4CDN), Jack (KM4MBG), Charles (KY4HU), Pam 

(KO4YAR), Sue (KA4AVM), Karen (KD4YJZ), Dave 
(W4SAR), Henry (WB4ROI), Chuck (KW4KZ), Bob 
(W4FK), Keith (KQ4CXU), Chris (KY4OU), Chris 
(KE7GZ), Skip (WABNT), Terry (WA4VBY), Van 
(N4ERM), Todd Wheless.  On Chat - Bob (K4VO) and 
Sam (KE4VWG) tried to join but we were having 
audio problems.

A total of 26 attendees, at least 24 of them hams.

President 
The DFMA Christmas party will be at our regular 
meeting location and time.  DFMA will be paying the 
bill for every member and their guest.

Skip cleaned out his garage and brought equipment 
to give away to anyone interested.  He brought a 
SBE33 Transceiver (for parts), an Alinco 12V Mobile 
and a mobile power supply.

OFFICER REPORTS
Vice President - Bob (W4FK) Nothing to report

Secretary - Pam
Nothing to report 

Treasurer – Jack
Continuing to work on our A/V recordings.

Repeater Manager – Charlie 
All equipment is working as it should.

President -  Lenore
We need a new Hamfest Chair.  

Door Prizes 
Jack used a random number generator, selected 
numbers 19, 17 and 23.  Door Prizes were awarded 
to: 
Charles - ¼” Hex screwdriver extenders
Terry - extending magnetic pickup
Karen - Flashlight.

Announcement:
No announcements.

Presentation 
Charles (KY4HU) gave a presentation titled “Going 
Downrange” sharing his experiences in 
communications and miscommunications during 
Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan.
  

Lenore adjourned the meeting at approximately 
8:30.
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Buy – Sell – Trade
Rohn 25 tower sections
I'm posting this for a friend.
"For sale are sixteen 10 foot tower sections that
are used and recently removed professionally,
without damage, by crane. The Rohn 25 tower was
installed around 1988 but is in good shape with only
some surface rust on a few sections; most are clean
with no rust. One section is an antenna mount.
I can send pictures or arrange for an appointment
for inspection. Local delivery is possible for no extra
charge. Price is currently: make an offer. If needed, I
am willing to sell sections individually."
Please contact me by email: ku4gc@amsat.org
73, Dee, KU4GC

The following equipment was donated to OCRA and 
Wilson, W4BOH is overseeing its disposition.  
Heathkit SB-300-Simple but very effective ham band
receiver.  Amazing condition, $150.
Kenwood TS-850-Solid state transceiver, the K3 of 
the 90s.  Recently tested, GREAT receiver, HI-FI 
analog audio and excellent filters, with speaker and 
PS, $700.
Hallicrafters SX-99-Vintage Receiver, works but 
needs love.  Easy to work on.  $50.

Please contact Wilson, W4BOH by email:
infomet@embarqmail.com
if interested or to get more info.

DOWN-SIZING SALE of RADIO & TEST EQUIPMENT
A DFMA member is down-sizing to a location that 
does not allow antennas for a ham station.  The items
on the right are for sale at very reasonable prices.   
Email nc4cd@earthlink.net if you are interested in 
buying any of these items before they go on ebay.
-----------------------------------------------
Do you have something that you need or 
something you want to get rid of? There’s this spot 
in The Link set aside just for you. Just email the 
appropriate info to ku4gc@amsat.org and it will be 
included with the next issue. Make sure to include 
contact info and feel free to include a picture (that is
yours – please no copyrighted stuff from the web).
73, Dee, KU4GC

Web Site: dfma.org
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Sale Items
Collins KWM-2  HF Transceiver
Drake TR4-C  HF Transceiver
Drake T4XC Transmitter
Drake R4C Receiver
Drake MS-4 Speakers w/ AC-4 Power Supplies  - 3 each
Corsair CX750M Power Supply Upgrade for Drake AC4
Ameritron AL-811 Amplifier
LDG  AT-1000 Pro II Auto-tuner
MFJ-998 Intellituner
Drake TV-3300-LP Model 1608 Low Pass Filter
Eagle One HF Vertical Antenna
Bird 612 Termaline Wattmeter    80 Watt   30-500 MHz.
Bird 6156 Termaline Wattmeter  150 Watt  25-512 MHz.
Telewave 44AP Thruline Wattmeter   w/Case
Telewave 44L1P Thruline Wattmeter   w/Case
Tektronix TBS 1052B Digital Oscilloscope
Tektronix 2430 Digial Oscilloscope
Almost All Digital Electronics DFD4 Frequency Counter
Almost All Digital Electronics Precision Freq. Reference
Heathkit Sine-Square Audio Generator IG-18
Heathkit Sine-Square Audio Generator IG-5218
Heathkit Sine-Square Audio Generator IG-5218
Heathkit FET/Transistor Testert  IT-121
Heathkit Transistor Tester  IT-18
Heathkit Voltmeter  IM-17
Heathkit Antenna Noise Bridge  HD-1422
B&K Model 707 Tube Tester
YouKits FG-01 Antenna Analyzer   1-60 MHz.
ECG   AM-30  Analog Multi-meter
Extech Digital Multi-meter
Micronta Clamp-On AC V-A Meter
Comtek COM-L1-11140 Line Isolator
Hamtronics 2M Receiver Preamp
Icom IC-V82 2M HT
Icom IC-U82 440 MHz HT
Ten-Tec 2591 2M HT
Email nc4cd@earthlink.ne
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73 - Dee, KU4GC, Editor
Lenore, KF4PAB, Proofreader

Send copy to ku4gc@amsat.org
Deadline: one week before the Club Meeting

(Images and copy: KU4GC or as credited)
© Copyright 2022, Durham FM Association, Inc.

------------------------------
New DFMA Mailing Address

 The DFMA has a new mailing address. Please
address any mail you have for the club to:

Durham FM Association
9169 W State St #644

Garden City, 83714

Upcoming Events (dfma.org for details) 
12/06 DFMA Christmas Party, Bullock's BBQ, 6pm
12/12 OCRA Christmas Party, Union Grove United 
                   Methodist Church, Hillsborough, 6pm
12/20  DFMA Board Meeting, video 7pm ?????

HAPPY NEW YEAR
01/03/23 DFMA Meeting, Bullock's BBQ, 6pm

ku4gc@amsat.org

